(1)
M p (f) -( ƒ f * | ƒ(*) \*>dxj P (1^<«), (2) M"(f) = ess. sup | ƒ(*)).
Let Km tP denote the subset of L p whose elements, ƒ(#), have a Fourier series of the form 00 (3) ]T) ( a *> cos nx + b n sin nx) (m è 1).
The functions of K m , P and their Fourier series (3) b n cos a n sin-) sin nx> . For the essentially bounded case this has been done by B. v. Sz. Nagy [3] , and for completeness the result is stated as a lemma. The notation AÇk, ô, m) will be used throughout the sequel to denote the smallest possible function which will satisfy (6) for all 
of a continuous function h(x)~c<>/2 +X)n«i(£n cos nx+d n sin nx) such that M p (j-h) <r] and | co\ /2 + T%-l(\cn\ + \dn\) < y. The function k(x) = h(x)
-
step function s(x) such that \f(x)-s(x)\ ^rj for all x. If c = (l/2ir) fg*s(x)dx, then since J?f(x)dx = 0, \c\ £(l/2ic)J?\s(x) -f(x)\dx^r]. The step function t(x)-s(x)-c is therefore in Ki, p and \f(x)-t(x)\ <*2rj.
Suppose next that it has been demonstrated that the continuous functions of K r , p can be uniformly approximated by step functions of K r%p for 1 :gr <m. Since 
D-0
A result of Schmidt [2] shows that for the real functions of Ki, p and a integral the coefficient of M p (f) in (15) is not the best possible.
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